INTRODUCTION
'Karaoke' 1 , 'anime' 2 , 'shiitake' 3 . These are words of Japanese origin borrowed in many European languages today. In the case of English (or even German, French etc.) these words basically retain their original appearance, as they are employed in the context in the recipient language, since the recipient language has no noun inflection. In case of Slovene, it is different. Here are some published examples of these words in context 4 : Though the original forms of these loanwords all end in the same vowel -e and all are used in the Slovene sentences in the genitive case, 'karaoke' is used in sentence (1) in the feminine plural, 'anime' in sentence (2) in the masculine plural, and 'shi-itake (šitake)' in sentence (3) in the masculine singular. If we try to trace these words back to the form of nominative and genitive singular in Slovene which is usually used for dictionary entries, they would be: karaoka -e; anime -ja; and šitak -i. 5 There are several reasons and different motivations for the assignment of number and gender to loanwords before users of the recipient language arrive at agreement for certain linguistic rules. In the following sections, the grammatical characteristics of the source language (Japanese) and the recipient language (Slovene) in relation to the process of borrowing are reviewed (sections 2 and 3), and possible rules of gender and number assignment to loanwords of Japanese origin are given (section 4). The degree of integration into the recipient language for the loanwords is further verified through derivation of new words (section 5). Based on the findings in the case of borrowings of Japanese origin into Slovene, the creative competence of speakers is discussed.
JAPANESE

Noun morphology
Japanese has no category of number or of gender. Nouns may be used to denote singular or plural in one and the same form according to context. In addition, Japanese nouns (as well as adjectives) have no case inflection, but the syntactic relationships to verbs are expressed by the use of postpositional case particles. These characteristics may be observed in the following example sentences: The noun hon, 'book', appears in both sentences in the same form, but it is translated as "one book" in example (4) and plural "books" in example (5). Of course, sentence (4) may also mean "I bought cookbooks yesterday.", if the speaker loves cooking and often buys cookbooks. In the case of example (5), the noun hon is difficult to understand as a singular "book", since there are always many books in any library.
The voice relationship of the noun to the verb is expressed by the postpositional case particle, in the above cases wo to denote the accusative (or the direct object) case. The same noun may be accompanied by some other case particle, as in the following examples, and the form of the noun remains unchanged.
(6) Ryoori no hon ga hosii. cooking GEN book NOM desired "I want a cookbook (I want cookbooks)." (7) Ryoori no hon ni hana wo soete okutta. cooking GEN book DAT flower ACC accompany-CONT send-PAST "I added flowers to the cookbook and sent them." "I sent a cookbook together with flowers."
Phonology
Phonologically speaking, Japanese is a syllabic language with basically open syllables which means that all syllables end in a vowel, with only two exceptions. Two kinds of moraic consonants /q/ 6 and /N/ 7 may close a syllable, but within the Japanese phonological system, both are counted as mora-building. A mora is the standard rhythmic unit in Japanese. 8 Theoretically, the structures of all possible morae in Japanese are: V, CV, q, and N. Since the standard Japanese language has five vowels, a mora (and a syllable) of the type V or CV ends in one of the five vowels: a, e, i, o or u. Regular Japanese nouns (and all other words) consist of one, two, three or more morae. For example, most simple nouns take the following form: te 'hand', ha 'tooth', asi 'foot', kutu 'shoe', atama 'head', otoko 'man'.
All five vowels in Japanese may be either short or long. Shibatani (1990) explains:
Long vowels contrast with short vowels, e.g. su 'vinegar': suu 'number', to 'door' : too 'ten'. A long vowel cannot simply be considered a single segment, for it is counted as two moras, and, furthermore, because pitch drop occurs in the middle of a long vowel, e.g. sūu (HL) 'number', just as in any two mora sequence, e.g. mīso (HL) 'bean paste'. (Shibatani 1990: 161-162) Another important phonological characteristic of Japanese is the accentual system, the so-called pitch accent. In modern standard Japanese, each mora is spoken 6 The phoneme /Q/ is a non-nasal consonant followed by a homorganic consonant of the following syllable, realized phonetically as a prolongation of consonantal articulation e.g. yappari /jaQpari/ [jappari] 'also', assari /aQsari/ [assari] 'plainly'. (Shibatani 1990: 158, 167-8) Both of the example words consist of 4-morae, since the mora-building /Q/ counts as one mora. 7 The phoneme /N/ is a nasal that closes a syllable, and unlike the non-nasal /Q/, it can end a word.
In careful pronunciation it is close to the uvular nasal [N] . In less careful speech it is realized as a nasalized version of the preceding vowel,e.g. hon /hoN/ [hõõ] 'book'. (Shibatani 1990: 169) Further examples: tonbo /toNbo/ [tombo] 'dragonfly'; ringo /riNgo/ [riŋgo] 'apple'; sandaru /saNdaru/ [sandaru] 'sandal(s)' (3, 3 and 4 morae, respectively) 8 In Japanese phonology, a distinction needs to be made between suprasegmental units, syllable and mora. A word such as sinbun 'newspaper' consists of two syllables sin and bun, but a Japanese speaker further subdivides the word into the four units si, n, bu, and n, which correspond to the four letters of kana used in the written form. A mora in Japanese is a unit that can be represented by one letter of kana and functions as a rhythmic unit in the composition of Japanese poems, e.g. waka and haiku. (Shibatani 1990: 158) approximately for the same length of time and carries a tone of either high (H) or low (L). The pattern of high and low pitch is arbitrary and unpredictable, so they must be learned for each word. In the mainstream linguistic practice the last mora before a drop in pitch (the change in tone from high to low) is marked, for instance in dictionaries, as the accentual core of the word, e.g. a˹ta˺ ma (LHL), but this by all means cannot be compared with the system of stress accent. There are also many Japanese words of which several successive morae carry the high tone, even going over the word boundary, e.g. ka˹rate no sense˺ i (LHH H HHHL) 'karate teacher'. The system of pitch accent, that is, a high or low tone carried by each of the rhythmic units of morae, and the opposition of long (two morae) and short (one mora) vowels are foreign to Slovene. These characteristics of Japanese phonology must be somehow modified or dropped when words of Japanese origin are imported for everyday use in Slovene.
SLOVENE
Gender, number and case
Slovene is a Slavic language and has three genders, i.e. masculine, feminine and neuter, as well as three numbers, i.e. singular, dual and plural. The nouns (and adjectives) are inflected in six cases: nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, instrumental, and locative. Because of case inflection, one word (a semantic entry in a dictionary) may appear in different forms in Slovene sentences. Consider the Slovene translations of the example sentences (4) to (7) Such alternation of vowels in a noun (knjiga -knjige -knjigi -…) does not occur in Japanese.
Borrowings
Toporišič (2000), in discussing the origins of various words in Slovene, defines prevzete besede 'assumed words/ borrowings' as all words taken from other languages into Slovene. Among common words of foreign origin a distinction is made between foreign words (tujke) and loanwords (izposojenke). While loanwords are those borrowings which have been thoroughly adapted to the Slovene language in their pronunciation, orthography, inflection, syntax and derivation of new words etc., foreign words have not completely adapted, especially in orthography, pronunciation, and inflection. (Toporišič 2000: 131) .
About gender assignment of borrowings Priestly (1993) states:
[...] borrowed words normally become either masculine or feminine. The opposition between the two animacy subgenders -animate and inanimate -which is expressed in nouns and their co-referent adjectives and in some pronouns, occurs only in the singular. (Priestly 1993: 399) Further, Priestly explains the incorporation of borrowings into the contemporary Slovene language as follows:
[…] we find that extremely few borrowed nouns are treated as indeclinables. Normally, if a borrowed noun ends in unstressed -a, it is feminine (declined as lípa) and otherwise the noun is masculine and declined as kòt. Note that nouns ending in -r or a vowel add -jbefore non-zero endings, as in abonmâ, abonmâja 'subscription'.
[…] Note also that virtually no recently borrowed nouns are neuter: hence nov kino 'new cinema', nov komite 'new committee', nov alibi 'new alibi', nov kanu 'new canoe'. (Priestly 1993: 444) 4. ASSIGNMENT OF NUMBER AND GENDER 4.1. Morphological rules As we saw earlier, all Japanese nouns end in one of the five vowels, a, e, i, o, u, or in the syllable-closing, mora-building nasal, -n. As for the assignment of the grammatical category of number, it is expected that singular, the unmarked variant, is usually assigned to any noun. The category of gender, as we have already seen, should be decided according to the morphophonological form of the borrowed word. That is, nouns ending in the vowel -a are categorized as feminine singular and inflected as feminine nouns. The inflection follows the pattern for many Slovene feminine nouns ending in -a, the first feminine declension, e.g. lipa -e. Japanese nouns which end in -n as well as all other vowels, e, i, o and u, should be considered masculine and declined accordingly: those that end in -n are to be declined in the pattern used for many Slovene masculine nouns ending in a consonant, the first masculine declension, e.g. kot -a; those that end in vowels (and a stressed -a) would have extended inflection with the additional -j-, as in the case of abonma above, or panó -ja "panneau (sign, notice in French)". 9 Examples from Toporišič (2000: 271) .
Semantics and language users' interpretation
Added to the strictly morphophonological rules described in the previous section, some further rules that are otherwise valid for Slovene words also seem to apply to loanwords. Table 1 below shows all possible solutions for the assignment of number and gender to the loanwords of Japanese origin in Slovene. For all possible word endings in Japanese (listed in the far-left column), the solutions are given with examples.
The first solution (<1>,<4>,<7>,<10>,<12>,<13>) is given according to the morphological rules for loanwords in Slovene grammar, cited earlier from Priestly (1993) and regularly applied in Slovene.
The second solution (<2>,<5>,<8>) takes into account the possible interpretation of the original word ending as plural, especially when the object in question is countable and often used in context as plural, or the word is understood as a plural noun from the beginning. Examples of pluralia tantum in Slovene are: možgani -ov 'brain' (m.), vile vil 'fork' (f.), vrata vrat 'door' (n.). 9 There are also several place names that are plural in Slovene, e.g. Jesenice Jesenic. Therefore, it is possible that Slovene speakers adopt a borrowed word as a plural noun when its meaning coincides with some plural connotation of countable objects, or the word is associated with some similar plural noun in Slovene. The plural interpretation may apply for the Japanese word endings -a, -e and -i, neuter, feminine and masculine respectively.
In the column (<3>,<6>,<9>,<11>) are other possible solutions: application of other grammar rules for Slovene words, additional interpretation by language users etc.
Solutions in the table from <1> to <13> are explained below. Actual example sentences are taken from the referential corpus Fidaplus. Individual nouns are also verified in at least one of the existing dictionaries. Words ending in -a <1> The original Japanese nouns ending in -a are interpreted as feminine nouns in the singular. The most typical examples are gejša 10 'geisha' and ikebana, both of which are already included in the Dictionary of Loanwords (Slovar tujk) published in 1968 (hereinafter ST 1968 . Gejša fits well into Slovene since the word refers to a feminine person. [ 
ikebana originally means the art of flower arrangement and the definition in the Slovene dictionary remains the same, but the actual use shows that it is also used to denote individual pieces of arranged flowers or plants, thus used also in plural. Among recent borrowings of this type are manga and tempura. Neither of the nouns is yet included in Slovene dictionaries. Manga is used in the singular to denote the genre, in the plural to denote individual examples of the publication, similar to the use of ikebana above. The word tempura, originally a method of preparing dishes, is used in Slovene in the same meaning but also means a certain kind of flour (example 14 below). Among examples found in the corpus, only one sentence was found in which the word was used in the plural (example 15 below). 
Words ending in -e
There are many Japanese words ending in -e which have been borrowed into Slovene. The assignment of gender and number to these words is diverse. See <4> , <5> and <6> below.
<4> The original Japanese words ending in -e are interpreted as masculine nouns of foreign origin in the singular. Karate -ja is a good example and has certainly been in use in Slovene since the 1960s, although it was not listed in neither of the dictionaries published in the 60s (Slovenski pravopis [Slovene Orthography] hereinafter SP 1962 and ST 1968) , first appearing in the Dictionary of the Standard Slovene Language (SSKJ 1975 There seems to be the same interpretation for nouns denoting an inanimate object, e.g. šiitake/ šitake "shiitake" (VST 2002) . In this case, the word means a certain kind of mushroom, and in Slovene goba -e "mushroom" is also a feminine noun. In the last example, "shiitake" is used as a masculine noun šitak -i. The female form in other examples, when pronounced, was perhaps mistaken for masculine, because the last vowel is not stressed (similar to <6> below).
<6> Words ending in -e are interpreted as masculine singular nouns when the last vowel is considered as a non-voiced or unaccented e after a consonant, as is the case for nouns from Latin or English (e.g. Wilde Wilda), though in Japanese all vowels in all syllables are fully voiced. For example, "kamikaze" in Japanese has the accent pattern of LHHH (with no accent core, or with no fall in the pitch within the word) but when borrowed into Slovene, a stress accent is placed on the third syllable, i.e. kamikáze (similarly in English /kami'ka:zi/ Oxford Dictionary of English 2002). Therefore, with the additional interpretation of the unaccented final vowel, some words ending in -e are masculine (Toporišič 2000: 282 
Words ending in -i
<7> Original Japanese words ending in -i are interpreted as masculine nouns of foreign origin in the singular. Examples are: kabuki -ja, kaki -ja (ST 1968 ) azuki -ja, cunami -ja, origami -ja (ST 2002 . They are all regularly declined with the -j-extension and used both in the singular and the plural. The recently very popular suši/sushi "sushi" should be included in this group, but it is not mentioned in any Slovene dictionary. "The emphasis is above all on sushi, for which Japanese cooking is also the most known."
(34) Čez dan so na številnih stojnicah ponujali japonske dobrote, med katerimi so obiskovalci najpogosteje posegali po sušiju. [Delo 2003-05-18] "During the day they offered Japanese food on many stalls among which the visitors most frequently reached for sushi."
<8> Theoretically, words ending in -i may be understood as the plural of masculine nouns, e.g. in Slovene stol stoli 'chair, chairs'. However, no such example was found. <9> When original Japanese nouns end in the vowel sequence -ai, Slovene orthography rewrites them to the diphthong -aj, probably because similar words with such word ending exist in Slovene, e.g. ležaj -a, papagaj -a etc. The inflection follows the Slovene pattern, and because of j at the end of the word the extension rule with an additional -j-for loanwords does not apply, but they are regularly inflected as masculine nouns. Words ending in -o <10> Original Japanese words ending in -o are interpreted as masculine nouns of foreign origin in the singular. If the last syllable carries the stress accent, the word should be declined as panó panója, if the accent falls on one of the previous vowels, the word should be declined as kíno kína, without the extension with the additional -j-. As we saw earlier, most of the Japanese syllables are open and all carry the same phonetic length. The fact is that among the words borrowed into Slovene and ending in the vowel -o, many have a long vowel -oo at the end of the noun in original Japanese (often written as ô, ō, or o:). Thus, originally, kendoo, budoo, and so on. These long vowels have been lost mainly due to transcription in European languages, and because the phonological system is different in the recipient language. One of the earliest borrowings, judo, as well as kendo and šinto all lost the long (or stressed) -o and are now categorized under 11 below. 11 The only word with this inflection is the one-syllable (and one-mora) word go -ja "go (Japanese board game)". <11> Original Japanese words ending in -o, without any distinction of whether or not the original word ends in a long or a short vowel, are declined after the pattern of Slovene words ending in -o, e.g. besedilo -a. Examples are: kimono -a, judo -a, šinto -a (SP 1962 , ST 1968 , kendo -a (ST 1968) and others. Words ending in -u <12> Original Japanese words ending in -u are interpreted as masculine nouns of foreign origin in the singular, e.g. tofú -ja, šiátsu -ja, zaibátsu -ja (VST 2002) . They are regularly declined with the extension with -j-, as in kanu kanuja, even when the stress accent does not fall on the last syllable. Words ending in -n <13> Original Japanese words ending in -n are interpreted as masculine nouns in the singular. This case does not raise any problem since there are many Slovene nouns ending in the consonant -n and they are usually masculine, e.g. To summarise, the gender and number assignment occurs in the following order: according to the morphological form of the loanword, a gender of either masculine or feminine in singular is assigned. The semantics of animacy plays a big role in this process. If a loanword ends in -a or -e and means an animate being, particularly human and not specifically feminine, the semantics is stronger than the simple morphophonological rules and therefore the masculine gender is assigned. Phonology is also important in an additional two cases: the vowel sequences -ai and -ei (orthographic change to -aj and -ej), and the word ending -o for words with two or more syllables (the rule for foreign words does not apply and there is no extension with additional -j-). These may be understood as 'naturalization' processes.
LIMITS AND FURTHER CREATION
Some of the loanwords are described as "indeclinable (neskl.)" in dictionaries. These are cases when the original forms of loanwords are such that inflection according to gender (and number) would make communication ineffective or impossible. For example:
(50) Predstavniki jamato-e so bili člani šole tosa, [Ft.Z.N 
.S.H humanistična in družboslovna]
"The representatives of yamato-e were members of the Tosa school."
(51) Dela ukiyo-e so bila namenjena širokemu krogu porabnikov, [Dnevnik 2002-11-18] "The works of ukiyo-e were meant for a large audience."
Jamato-e/yamato-e and ukiyo-e (VST 2002) are Japanese art schools or styles. Though there has been much public interest in these genres of art in Slovenia, these words have not been completely integrated into the Slovene language system, including its orthography. The second part of the words 'e' means "picture", a one-syllable word, and this seems too short to undergo case inflection. In indeclinable cases, a similar or general naming of the same object or notion is used before the loanword to help communication: (52) 6. CREATIVE COMPETENCE With the loanwords of Japanese origin in Slovene, the following has been observed:
A. For the effective use of loanwords in communication, grammatical knowledge of the source language is not required. Such knowledge may even hinder free and creative competence in the recipient language.
B. Foreign words are borrowed into the existing grammatical framework of the recipient language. Users of the recipient language find a proper place for each new word, if and only if they have a semantic reason for borrowing. If the environment in which a word may be received is free of possible misunderstanding and misinterpretation, all the existing rules apply. However, when the environment is 'crowded' with similar words and possible miscommunication, some additional mechanism is switched on, e.g. non-inflection, adjectival use of nouns, orthographic change etc., as seen and discussed above.
The most creative, and expressive, assignment of gender and number was observed with the plural noun karaoke. As discussed earlier, the possibility of plural assignment to a Japanese loanword of this type may occur if Slovene speakers recognize the denoted object as usually occurring in several pieces, e.g. šiitake, or if the word is associated with plural proper nouns for places, e.g. Jesenice. (cf. Section 4.2, interpretation of ) It seems that the word ending -e in "karaoke" is associated with the latter case, for the connotation of 'a place in which singing entertainment takes place'. As for proper nouns, the Japanese city of Kobe is sometimes analogically declined as a plural noun:
(61) Veliki potresi, film o potresu v Kobah l. 1995 [Dnevnik 2000 "Major Earthquakes, a film about the earthquake in Kobe in 1995."
CONCLUSION
Due to the recent development of technology and rapid globalization, there are ever more foreign words and notions accepted in our everyday language use. Even Slovenia and Japan, two nations that are geographically and culturally very distant, are becoming closer. According to Wikipedia, there are more than 150 borrowed words of Japanese origin in Slovene. (Wikipedia: last modified: 7. October 2010) Based on the author's own judgement, some 60 of them (roughly 40%) are generally known to all or most educated adult Slovene speakers and used regularly in today's Slovene.
This article does not cover the history of loanwords from Japanese into Slovene. The examples are not exhaustive and no statistical analysis on the use of loanwords has been carried out. Further research may disclose yet new facts and processes of borrowing from Japanese into Slovene. 
